HOUSE SPIRITS
SMIRNOFF VODKA

BELL'S WHISKY

GORDON'S DRY GIN

GORDON'S PINK GIN

GORDON'S SLOE GIN

BACARDI

CAPTAIN MORGAN

CAPTAIN MORGAN

SPICED RUM

DARK RUM

Double up for £1.50 extra

DRAUGHT BEER
HEINEKEN

FOSTERS

Full-bodied premium lager with deep golden colour, a mild
bitter taste and a balanced hop aroma leaving a crisp,
clean finish for ultimate refreshment. 5% ABV

An easy-drinking lager that is perfectly balanced with
moderate vanilla tasting notes and no hard edges or bitter
aftertaste for perfect refreshment. 5% ABV

HEINEKEN 0.0

BEAVERTOWN NECK OIL SESSION IPA

Heineken 0.0 is twice brewed and fermented with
Heineken's unique A-yeast from natural
ingredients with gentle alcohol removal and blending to
achieve a fruity flavour and slight malty notes. 0% ABV

Extra pale base malts are used to keep it crisp and give
the hops a great platform to dance on. Masses of hop
additions during the whirlpool and a huge dose of dry hops
make this a brilliantly ‘easy’ IPA. 4.3% ABV

KRONENBOURG 1664

STRONGBOW DARK FRUITS

A Taste Supreme. Kronenbourg 1664's pleasure is in its
light lemon and herbal flavours from the Alsace hops,
and clean bittersweet finish. 5% ABV

Crisp apple cider combined with a refreshing blend of
Dark Fruit, delivering Strongbow's signature cut-through
refreshment. 4% ABV

BIRRA MORETTI

STRONGBOW ORIGINAL

The ultimate Italian lager, Birra Moretti's special blend of
high quality hops creates a smooth, full bodied beer with
wholemeal bread top notes which are cut by a delicate
citrus note. 4.6% ABV

The most famous cider on the planet. Strongbow's famous
refreshment is characterised by its bittersweet, Herefordshire
apples - sharp and tangy with lively effervescence and a crisp
dryness. 5% ABV

GUINNESS EXTRA COLD

COURAGE DIRECTORS ALE

Famous for its smooth velvety texture and unique surge
and settle. The sweetness of the malt perfectly balances
the bitterness of the hops which are both beautifully
complimented by the characteristic flavour of Guinness
roasted barley. 4.2% ABV

Originally brewed exclusively for the directors of the brewery,
this amber ale is full of character, with a distinctive spicy hop
aroma, the perfect balance of crystal malt which crisp, fruity,
nutty hops and a lasting finish. 4.8% ABV

